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Share and Share Alike:
VSAM Record-Level Sharing

One of the features that sets large-scale
enterprise systems apart from other

data processing environments is their ability
to quickly access large amounts of data
from many hosts with the assurance that the
data being accessed is complete and correct.
This integrity is the result of many years of
experimentation and experience with both
hardware and software. One such piece of
hardware, unique to mainframe environ-
ments, is the Coupling Facility, which can
provide this concurrent, high-integrity
access to data from several systems in what
is known as a Parallel Sysplex. Version 1.3
of DFSMS introduced one of the most impor-
tant software exploiters of the Coupling
Facility, VSAM Record-Level Sharing.

It has always been difficult for multiple
users to access the same VSAM dataset at
the same time. While a dataset might be
defined with SHAREOPTIONS that indicate
any number of users can update the file, it
is up to the application, not the system, to
ensure that data written by one user does
not invalidate or corrupt data written by
another, and that any data read is correct
and current. In practice, this is difficult to
do across multiple systems, and therefore
true sharing of VSAM files for update is
almost never performed.

WHAT IS RLS?

Record-Level Sharing (RLS) takes advan-
tage of the Coupling Facility to finally pro-
vide this type of integrity. Designed primarily
for CICS use, RLS uses structures within
the Coupling Facility — caches and locks
— to allow concurrent, multi-system,
update access to records in VSAM datasets.
RLS is not an attribute of the dataset — that
is, datasets are not defined as RLS or
non-RLS; rather, it is an access method —

parameters in the JCL or in the ACB deter-
mine whether a dataset is accessed via RLS.

It is necessary for the storage administrator
to understand the changes that must be
made to the storage management system in
order to accommodate the RLS architec-
ture. RLS introduces a new address space,
SMSVSAM, whose data spaces contain the
VSAM control blocks and data buffers used
by datasets accessed via RLS. This address
space is activated, allowing RLS to be used
when the RLSINIT keyword is added to the
IGDSMSxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB,
or when a VARY SMS,SMSVSAM,ACTIVE
command is issued.

A critical component in the use of RLS is
the Sharing Control Dataset, or SHCDS.
This linear dataset holds copies of informa-
tion, such as the Coupling Facility locks,

which protect uncommitted updates in case
of Coupling Facility failure, CICS subsystem
failure or other types of errors. At least two
active SHCDSs and one spare, which is
used in case of I/O errors, must be defined.
As many as five SHCDSs may be activated
via the VARY SMS,SHCDS command. Like
the DFSMS control datasets and other criti-
cal datasets, the SHCDS must be carefully
placed so that the failure of a single volume
or controller will not prevent access to any
SHCDS and thus prevent RLS from running.

The storage administrator must also update
SMS definitions so that cache structures in
the coupling facility are associated with SMS
storage classes. The cache structures (which
are defined in the installation’s Coupling
Facility Resource Management policy
[CFRM]) are grouped into up to 256 “cache
sets” which are defined to SMS in the base
configuration. SMS storage classes can be
associated with cache sets by specifying the
name of the cache set in the storage class
definition. Finally, the ACS routines must be
altered to assign the storage classes contain-
ing cache set names to the desired datasets
(those that are to use RLS).

DFSMSHSM AND RLS

Probably the most important use of RLS
from the storage administrator’s point of
view is for the DFSMShsm control
datasets. Because there is no direct impact
on applications and the control datasets are
still used in much the same way, the use of
RLS for the CDSes is relatively easy to
implement, and virtually cost-free. When
RLS is used for the control datasets,
DFSMShsm no longer needs to perform
VERIFY functions or invalidate buffers.
Performance is also improved because CDS
data can be cached in the coupling facility
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rather than having to be accessed from disk. The bigger benefit,
however, is the ability to run different DFSMShsm functions
concurrently, from different systems. Thus, primary space manage-
ment could be running on one system at the same time automatic
backup is running on another system. RLS ensures that the records
in the control datasets maintain their integrity.

Of course, there are a few changes that may need to be made to
convert DFSMShsm to RLS use. First, the control datasets (the
MCDS, BCDS and OCDS) must be SMS-managed. The size of the
control datasets (for which DFSMShsm is somewhat notorious)
must also be taken into account. Because the control datasets, par-
ticularly the MCDS, can grow very large — beyond the capacity of
a single 3390-9 volume — some installations have converted the
control datasets to use keyranges. While the use of keyrange clusters
has been discouraged for some time, the handwriting is truly on the
wall for these datasets, since z/OS version 1.3 ignores the
KEYRANGE parameter when defining new VSAM files. In addition,
RLS datasets cannot have keyranges. Instead, a DFSMShsm control
dataset can be divided into more than one cluster (a “multicluster”
CDS) or the CDS can be defined with a data class having the
extended-addressability attribute, meaning that it can increase to
more than 4GB in size. Both multicluster and extended-addressability
datasets can use RLS.

A DFSMShsm control dataset is converted to RLS use in
much the same way as is done for any VSAM dataset. Both
cache and lock structures are required in the Coupling Facility.
The DFSMShsm Implementation and Customization Guide
(GC35-0385) recommends a minimum cache structure size of
1MB per host. With the cache structure assigned, RLS access
can be permitted for the control dataset by simply running an
IDCAMS ALTER command, using the LOG(NONE) parameter.
LOG(NONE) must be specified because DFSMShsm is a “non-
recoverable” application — it makes use of RLS to maintain
record-level read and write integrity, but unlike CICS, it does
not need to maintain a log to back out incomplete transactions.
Once CDSSHR=RLS is specified as a parameter on the
DFSMShsm catalogued procedure and DFSMShsm is restarted,
the control datasets will be accessed via RLS.

A tool that may be used by storage administrators and system
programmers is the SHCDS command of IDCAMS. SHCDS
allows the administrator to obtain or alter information kept in either
of two places — in the catalog, or in the Coupling Facility by the

SMSVSAM server. Keywords such as LISTDS display data that
can be used for analysis and problem determination, such as the
cache structure names associated with a dataset, and the dataset’s
status, (e.g., whether there are any retained locks, or whether
forward recovery is required). Subystem-level information (What
is the subsystem’s name? Is it running or has it failed?) can be
obtained with the LISTSUBSYSTEM keyword. Other keywords
allow actions to be taken on the data — the FRBIND and FRUNBIND
commands can preserve the contents of a dataset’s retained locks if it
is moved or restored. Non-RLS access to an RLS dataset that still has
updates pending can be allowed via PERMITNONRLSUPDATE,
while the RLS indicators can be completely removed from catalog
entries via CFRESETDS. Because SHCDS is a powerful command
with the ability to corrupt data if used incorrectly, its use is nor-
mally protected by FACILITY class security resources named
STGADMIN.IGWSHCDS.*.

Some important enhancements to RLS have been included in
the most recently-released version of the operating system, z/OS
version 1.3. This version allows RLS to take advantage of the
cache structure duplexing ability of the Coupling Facility, in
which a failing cache structure is automatically switched to a
duplicate copy of the structure. Equally important, z/OS version
1.3 lifts a restriction that prevented large data control intervals
from being cached in the Coupling Facility. All RLS datasets,
regardless of CI size, can now be cached, reducing the need to go
to the disks for data and potentially providing a big performance
improvement. A new data class parameter, RLS CF CACHE
VALUE, allows the storage administrator to determine which
datasets should be cached and what type of caching (ALL, NONE
or UPDATESONLY) should be performed.

The advantages large enterprise installations have center on
integrity and availability of data. Record-level sharing provides
both of these features and allows installations to make fuller use of
the hardware and software resources at their command. For the
storage administrator who wants to ensure that his enterprise is as
efficient and effective as possible, RLS may provide an answer.  
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